Tapered-fiber-enabled high-power, high-spectral-purity random fiber lasing.
Random distributed feedback Raman fiber laser is a new kind of light source that can be applied to generate a high-power laser. In this Letter, we report on a high-power, high-spectral-purity random Raman fiber laser based on tapered fiber, in which the four-wave mixing (FWM) effect has been sufficiently suppressed. By choosing an appropriate tapered fiber length, we achieve a maximum random laser output of 491 W, and the spectral purity can reach to as high as 94%. We carefully compare the influence of different tapered fiber lengths and splicing patterns on the FWM effect by the cutting-back method and lateral-offset splicing. The results show that the transverse modes dispersion is responsible for the appearance of FWM by compensating the phase mismatch. It is believed that a kilowatt-level random laser can be obtained by further optimizing the parameters of tapered fiber.